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Many people might think these types of
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who are disabled. While it's true the aging
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A universally designed home might in-
clude entrances without steps, shallow hand-
holds instead of doorknobs, wide door-

Power door operators
Wall reinforcements in the bathrooms
Covered overhang for weather protection
Accessible level (kitchen, bath, bedroom)

UD DEFINED

A new characteristics that define
universal design

- Lever door handles
- Large openings in doors
- Stair-free entrances
- Covered for weather protection
- Function from location to
- No stairs, ramps, or steps
- Walls and railings are at a
different height
- No exposed appliances or
- Door closer operators
- Flash thresholds of all

Today, 1 to 4 p.m.

Equestrian estate of unmatched beauty north of RTP

Luxurious home on golf-course lot in MacRetro

Equestrian estate of unmatched beauty north of RTP
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For as many people as possible without the need to call it a night, we love the fact that we are going into our bedroom for something, so having our own little world, and we can relax in our adult community."